Editor's Note

This is the 2nd issue of 14th volume of our journal. It’s an achievement for a medical journal in the context of Bangladesh. CMOSHMC is pursuing its effort to publish the journal regularly and with gradual improvement in its diversity and quality of contents.

It was started as a journal of pediatrics, and then it incorporates the gynecology and obstetrics, now it includes all other specialties. We are getting papers not only from our city but also from other medical institutions spread all over Bangladesh.

We always appreciate original work by the authors. We hope that authors will focus the clinical problems they are encountering, academic need they are facing and scientific realities they want to elaborate.

In our context, we are not fond of review articles, especially done by a junior doctor. We think that writing a review article is a job of an authority on the subject who is working in the subject for long.

We accept the case report and also case series. but the cases should be unique and may be of rare in nature.

In this issue, we are introducing a new section for 'Letters & Opinion'. Readers can ask and express their opinion on the published articles in this section.

Regarding authorship, we like to remind that the principles of authorship should be strictly maintained. The number of authors should be limited to six, unless there is reasonable explanation to include more authors. The authorship should be granted to those who have contributed intellectually in compiling and analyzing the study.

Best regards

Professor Md Badruddoza
Editor-in-Chief
CMOSHMC Journal
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